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Maine Public is grateful for
the support and partnership
of a generous Maine family
in establishing Maine Public
Radio and Maine Public
Classical.
All pledges through June 30,
2017 will be matched dollar
for dollar by their $2.4 million
challenge grant—the largest
in Maine Public’s history!

“The future of Maine Public is incredibly
bright. I invite you to imagine public
broadcasting in Maine in the years ahead:
a growing audience and community of
Mainers, joined together by our love of
news, cultural, educational, and online
programs. By investing in these areas now,
we will create an even stronger Maine
Public. Generous Maine philanthropists
have supported our campaign, Charting a
Bold Future, with a truly amazing gift! Your
support is critical as we build for the future.
Please join us today.”

ADAM LEE
CHARTING A BOLD FUTURE
CAMPAIGN CHAIR

“There are few non-profit organizations in
Maine, if any, that support the entire state
quite like Maine Public Radio and Television
does. Maine needs an independent voice—a
voice for our kids, grandchildren, and for all
Mainers for years to come. Maine Public’s
ability to change and adapt to our fastchanging media environment depends on
you. Simply put, there has never been a
more exciting time to be a part of public
media in Maine.”

EVERY DAY, MAINE PUBLIC CONNECTS
THE PEOPLE OF MAINE TO EACH OTHER
AND TO THE WORLD through the open
exchange of information, ideas, and cultural
content. As Maine’s premier, independent media
resource, we create exceptional opportunities for the
communities we serve to engage with critical issues,
compelling stories and quality entertainment.

THROUGH ITS RADIO, TELEVISION, EDUCATIONAL, AND WEB
SERVICES, Maine Public provides information, inspiration, and
connection to all corners of the state of Maine.

A LOCAL FOCUS brings stories
from Portage Lake to Portland, and
connects music lovers with their
favorite performers.

TRUSTED AND VALUED RADIO
AND TV allow for safe, informative,
and in-depth content not found
anywhere else.

INFORM

Jennifer Rooks and Mal Leary

Maine Public is our state’s leading
source of trusted news and public
affairs about Maine and the world.
IN THIS AGE of constant information, Maine
Public is a consistent source of impartial,
verifiable news.

Maine Public champions the telling of Maine
stories; important stories that ought to be
heard, read, or viewed; stories that sustain an
informed public.
Maine Public is your essential “go-to” source
of news and information on critical issues;
we help you and your family, friends, and
neighbors to create stronger communities—
and a stronger Maine.

With hours of local content each week during
Morning Edition, All Things Considered, Maine
Calling, and local public affairs programming,
Maine Public brings you the stories of our
state each day. What’s more, national and
global perspectives from NPR, PBS, and the
BBC connect us with important issues from
Washington, New York, London, the Middle
East, and beyond.

“Nothing touches our lives more on a daily basis in
Maine than public radio—nothing.”
– MARION FREEMAN & CORKY ELLIS

“Did you hear it on Maine Public Radio?”
With its in-depth content that informs and captivates, Maine Public
connects us—not only with the stories that matter, but with other
Mainers who share in these “driveway moments.”

INSPIRE

Maine Public inspires and delights with
classical music, arts, and culture from
here at home and around the world.
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NO OTHER ORGANIZATION is as
committed as Maine Public to providing
access to classical music around our state.

Maine Public delivers the singular moments
and experiences that transform lives—
nurturing inspiration and creativity as a
primary contributor to our state’s cultural
richness.
The creation and growth of Maine Public
Classical will bring more classical music,
opera, and culture content to our listeners.

With more than 150 hours per week of
classical and jazz music, Maine Public
Classical is your 24/7 resource for world-class
performances.
The soaring highs of classical and opera; the
intensity of a jazz drum solo; profiles of our
greatest artists on American Masters; the
elegance and drama of Masterpiece—arts and
culture from across Maine and the world have
a home on Maine Public Radio and Maine
Public Television.

Robin Rilette

“Music is more than a universal language; it is an experience that
transports the listener and excites our imagination. Maine Public
Classical ties the great canon of classical music to performing
arts organizations that contribute to the vitality of our state’s
music scene. As music lovers, we enthusiastically welcome the
expansion that Maine Public has made possible.”
– GEORGE & MARGARET ISAACSON, BRUNSWICK

CONNECT

Maine Public provides digital
content for audiences on all
platforms–wherever, whenever.
WHETHER IT’S JAZZ to help you wind

down your day, a podcast of all the day’s
Maine news to catch you up, or a video that
makes you laugh, Maine Public wants to be
the place you go for experiences that make
your life exceptional.
Today, Maine Public’s viewers and listeners
are just as likely to download an episode of
Doc Martin or stream an episode of Only A
Game as they are to tune in the conventional
way. Maine Public continues to build and
grow an online presence to serve our digital

audience exactly how they want us; always
just a click away.
And the wonderful thing about our
digital footprint is that it allows for deep
conversations with our audience and levels
of participation that has no bounds. Online
news, podcasts, apps, live streaming, social
media, and more—Maine Public provides
unfettered access to our content and the
opportunity to more fully experience what
we have to offer.

THIS DAY IN MAINE gathers together the news that matters

to Mainers. Each day, this podcast from Maine Public’s awardwinning team presents stories from around the state in a
podcast that goes with you, wherever you go.

Science
History
Math
Visual Literacy
MAINE PUBLIC is also committed to

employing the best of public media to teach
our kids; via PBS Learning Media, an online
educational portal, Maine Public leverages
content tied to curriculum standards for
teachers to teach science concepts through
NOVA, American History through American
Experience, or current events topics via Frontline.

“Public broadcasting offers an experience—information and stories
from around the world, every day. This is worth preserving, this is
worth continually innovating, this is worth passing down.”
–PHYLLIS JALBERT AND CHANDRA OPPENHEIM

MainePublic.org
Maine Public Mobile App
Live Streaming
Video & Audio On Demand
Podcasts
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STRENGTHEN

Building a sustainable future for
Maine Public starts with your support now.
MAINE PUBLIC’S FUTURE depends on the support from our audiences
and donors; we strive to build value for our members while remaining good
stewards of these resources.

“We are strong supporters of Maine Public Radio and Television. In
doing so, Maine residents will now be able to enjoy classical music
and full time news statewide. Maine Public Radio and Television has
been important to our family. Our support helps ensure a sound future
for public media in Maine.”
– PETER & PAULA LUNDER

We’re charting a bold future–join us on this journey.
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